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Rivera, Samuel; Knight, Lisa
[External] Fwd: [EXT] Unelected PHRC proposals are unconstitutional

ATTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments from unknown
sources. To report suspicious email, forward the message as an attachment to CWOPA_SPAM@pa.gov.

I received this comment on my work email this morning.
Joel
From: William Torbeck <dollarwbt@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 1, 2022 9:35 AM
To: Bolstein, M. Joel <JBolstein@foxrothschild.com>; frank.shimkus@audacy.com
<frank.shimkus@audacy.com>; flynn@pasenate.com <flynn@pasenate.com>; Rep. Kyle Mullins
<repmullins@pahouse.net>; Borys <bkrawczeniuk@timesshamrock.com>; Joe Butkiewicz
<jbutkiewicz@timesshamrock.com>; chume@pahomepage.com <chume@pahomepage.com>;
debbie.cholko@wnep.com <debbie.cholko@wnep.com>; steve@stevedeace.com <steve@stevedeace.com>;
shannonjoy@gmail.com <shannonjoy@gmail.com>
Subject: [EXT] Unelected PHRC proposals are unconstitutional
Good day to you and thank you for your time and I wish you well. My name is William Torbeck from Lackawanna County.
Your unelected Commision has clearly opened up some 1st Amendment issues just in the proposals alone. Can a
Christian heterosexual male or female even exist in today's culture war. This is a clear message from a inept Governor
who has hurt feelings after the passage of HB 972. Biological men playing in womens sports is unfair, for you to say
otherwise is sophomoric in nature and a denial of basic science. Men have more muscle mass and larger lung capacity.
Racheal Levine is a biological male, notice how the biological male refuses to answer a simple question. The 4th bullet
point is clearly related to the "gender affirming care." Levine most likely has "healthy body parts" attached. Levine is
discriminating those who have went through the "healthy body parts" removal to complete a "transition."
As an attorney and appointed chair of a unelected commision who is now a useful idiot for the hate America Marxist
Democrats, if you do not see the 5th bullet point as a threat to the First Amendment, I am happy to inform you that you are
a loss cause. I urge you to share this message with your unelected commision.
The second bullet point clearly discriminates heterosexual women. The "open dorms" will certainly lead to sexual
assaults. As a heterosexual male, I ask you if you recall the Loudoun County Virginia rape coverup. You and your fellow
unelected PHRC Commision are advocating for sexual assaults and rapes in "open dorms" proposal. Will your unelected
PHRC Commision interview heterosexual females who live in dorms how they feel?
Your unelected PHRC Commision uses the word "punish" on 2 bullet points, the proposals are a clear attack on Religious
Freedom, for you to argue otherwise is laughable. The first and fifth propsals are simply opening the door for the activists
ABA lawyers funded by the Democrat left to nake it easier to sue.
I am linking this e mail to members of the media in my community, also included are elected officials.
There is a culture war taking place, Attorney Bolstein is a active participant as Chairman of the unelected PHRC. Rep.
Kyle Mullins voted no on HB 972. Many members of the media are simply activists for the radical American
Marxist/Democrat.
In boxing there are two men in the ring, one comes out the winner. This freedom loving American heterosexual will not
lose.
Feel free to call and many thanks
570-241-2686
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https://news.wttw.com/2020/02/19/lawsuit-female-prisoner-says-she-was-raped-transgender-inmate
https://nypost.com/2022/04/25/transgender-rikers-inmate-gets-7-years-for-raping-female-prisoner/
Rand Paul questions Rachel Levine on gender-affirming care for minors

URGENT: Tell PHRC to Reject New Proposal that Threatens
Religious Freedom, Privacy Rights
The Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission (PHRC), an unelected group of nine commissioners appointed
by the governor, is proposing to circumvent state law and to work around the state legislature in order to
advance Gov. Tom Wolf’s harmful agenda that puts your religious freedom and bodily privacy at risk.
The PHRC is proposing a broad definition of sex in regulations that will apply to discrimination in areas of
employment, housing, commercial property, public accommodations, and educational institutions. Included in
this new definition would be the special classes of “sex assigned at birth, gender identity/expression, differences
in sex development, and affectional/sexual orientation.”
These proposed regulations would effectively permit lawsuits against a host of Pennsylvania citizens who are
simply exercising their religious freedom and seeking to recognize rights to bodily privacy. These new
regulations may:








Punish religious employers, like Christian schools, if they decline to hire a person who disagrees with
church teaching on issues of human sexuality;
Open dorms so that your daughter’s roommate would be determined by gender identity, not by sex;
Allow men who identify as women to compete in women’s sports and enter women’s shelters, open
bathrooms, changing areas, and showers to the opposite sex, and force residential programs like group homes
and in-patient substance abuse programs to house residents by gender-identity rather than sex;
Force doctors — against their conscience — to remove healthy body parts from those who want
gender-reassignment surgery and force doctors to stop the puberty of children and inject opposite sex
hormones into kids; and
Punish wedding service providers who choose not to participate in same-sex weddings that violate their
conscience.
LGBTQ activists and the Governor’s Office worked with the PHRC to craft these new harmful regulations,
while no other stakeholders were consulted. These new regulations would also cover the Pennsylvania Fair
Educational Opportunities Act. PHRC has proposed its new regulations to the state Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) for its review. After a public comment period, the IRRC will vote to either
approve or reject the regulations.
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Rand Paul questions Rachel Levine on genderaffirming care for minors

Please Attorney Bolstein, share this with your unelected PHRC Commision and the Governor that appointed
you, it would be greatly appreciated.

This email contains information that may be confidential and/or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient,
or the employee or agent authorized to receive for the intended recipient, you may not copy, disclose or use any
contents in this email. If you have received this email in error, please immediately notify the sender at Fox
Rothschild LLP by replying to this email and delete the original and reply emails. Thank you.
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